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Tumor exomes and RNASeq data were originally intended for obtaining tumor mutations and gene expression profiles,
respectively. However, recent work has determined that tumor exome and RNAseq read files contain reads representing
T-cell and B-cell receptor (TcR and BcR) recombinations, presumably due to infiltrating lymphocytes. Furthermore, the
recovery of immune receptor recombination reads has demonstrated correlations with specific, previously appreciated
aspects of tumor immunology. To further understand the usefulness of recovering TcR and BcR recombinations from
tumor exome files, we developed a scripted algorithm for recovery of reads representing these recombinations from a
previously described mouse model of lung tumorigenesis. Results indicated that exomes representing lung adenomas
reveal significantly more TcR recombinations than do exomes from lung adenocarcinomas; and that exome files
representing high mutation adenomas, arising from chemical mutagens, have more TcR recombinations than do exome
files from low mutation adenomas arising from an activating Kras mutation. The latter results were also consistent with a
similar analysis performed on human lung adenocarcinoma exomes. The mouse and human results for obtaining TcR
recombination reads from tumor specimen exomes are consistent with human tumor biology results indicating that
adenomas and high mutation cancers are sites of high immune activity. The results indicate hitherto unappreciated
opportunities for the use of tumor specimen exome files, particularly from experimental animal models, to study the
connection between the adenoma stage of tumorigenesis, or high cancer mutation rates, and high level lymphocyte
infiltrates.
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To obtain a tumor-exome-based assessment of T-cell lympho-
cyte infiltrates into mouse adenomas and adenocarcinomas
(Supplementary Tables S1–S3),1 we developed a scripted
algorithm modeled from, and similar to previous algorithms
for mining human exome files for TcR recombination reads,2–5

using mouse TcR-α, β, γ, δ sequences (imgt.org).6

METHODS
Detailed methods are at the beginning of the SOM, before
Supplementary Tables S1–S21. A copy of the computer script
and related material is provided in the supporting online
material (Supplementary Tables S4-S12 and S14, SOM), and is
a duplicate of the script used for refs 4,7 except for the use of
mouse TcR sequences in this study (Supplementary Table S14).

Briefly, the algorithm is designed to recover candidate
V-regions, which are then searched for perfect matches to
J-regions, accounting for N-region diversity at the V(D)J
junctions. The resulting matches are further processed using
the Immune GeneTics (IMGT) web tool6 for detecting both
productive and unproductive TcR recombinations.6

RESULTS
We processed exome files representing 86 lung adenomas and
19 lung adenocarcinomas from ref. 1. The lung adenomas
were derived from three basic approaches: (i) methyl-
nitrosourea treatment of wild-type mice and mice lacking
one copy of Kras; (ii) urethane treatment of wild-type mice
and mice lacking one copy of Kras; and (iii) untreated mice
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expressing an oncogenic, KrasG12D mutant allele.1 All of the
adenocarcinomas were the result of urethane treatment of
wild-type mice.1 The exome files were downloaded from the
European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) (www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/)
and were processed for recovery of the mouse TcR-α, β, γ, δ,
with results summarized in Table 1. Because of the very large
number of candidate TcR-α reads recovered from the 83
adenoma samples, only 19 adenoma files underwent further
individual-inspection for validation of the TcR-α reads (ie,
using the IMGT web tool), to match the 19 sample total for
adenocarcinoma. Only reads representing an IMGT6 assess-
ment that evaluated a minimum of 20 nucleotides, for both
the V- and J-regions, were further considered in this report,
but all IMGT reported TcR recombinations are available in
the SOM for the candidate, recombined TcR-α and –γ reads.

Reads representing all four TcR gene recombinations were
detected (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table S14). As with all
previous analyses of human tumor exomes,4,7 mouse TcR-α
reads were more commonly detected in all categories,
compared to TcR-β reads. This is likely reflective of a
previous report that, for a many T-cells, both TcR-α alleles
undergo recombination.8 Also, a recombined TcR-α allele,
whether productive or unproductive, requires only one
successful recombination event, whereas recombination of a
TcR-β allele requires two recombination events to join the V-,
D-, and J-segments. Likewise, again as in the case with human
tumor exome files,4,7 mouse TcR-γ recombinations were
more commonly obtained than TcR-δ recombinations. The
TcR-γ recombinations were relatively abundant, compared to
previous reports for non-lung human tissues, not surprising
considering the extensive documentation of γ/δ T-cells in the
mouse lung.9

Statistical comparisons of the TcR-β and TcR-δ recoveries
were not possible, due to the lower levels of recoveries of

reads representing these two genes. However, the combined
sample counts, and combined read totals for productive and
unproductive TcR-α (Figure 2a) and –γ (Figure 2b) indicated
more T-cell infiltration in the adenomas versus the adeno-
carcinomas, consistent with high level of T-cell infiltrates
reported previously for human adenomas.10–12 Similar results
were obtained when considering only the productive TcR-α
(Figure 2c) and –γ (Figure 2d) read counts, raising questions
regarding potential sources of antigenicity in the adenomas
and potential mechanisms of the apparent blunting of the
immune response in the adenocarcinomas.

Numerous reports have indicated that, in cancer patients,
high mutation levels lead to more robust T-cell infiltrates,
presumably due to the increased numbers of neoantigens
resulting from the coding region mutations.13–18 Thus, we
assessed the detection of the TcR-α and TcR-γ recombination
reads in the high mutation, mouse adenomas resulting from
chemical mutagen treatment versus the adenomas resulting
from KrasG12D. Results indicated a significant increase in
detection of TcR-α (Figure 3a) and and TcR-γ (Figure 3b) in
samples representing mutagen-derived, high mutation
adenomas.

To determine whether a similar relationship could be
obtained for human lung adenocarcinoma, we obtained the
TCGA-LUAD exome set from the genome data commons
(approved dbGaP project #6300); and processed the exome
files for TcR V(D)J recombination reads. The recovered reads,
along with annotations, are listed in the SOM (Supplementary
Tables S15–18; for TcR-α and TcR-β, only productive reads
are listed in the indicated tables). In contrast to the mouse
results, the recovery of TcR-γ VJ recombination reads was
minimal, with only one productive TcR-γ and one unpro-
ductive TcR-γ read recovered from 571 LUAD samples; and
productive TcR-δ VDJ reads were recovered from 43 LUAD

Table 1 Summary of numbers of samples and reads, representing the indicated categories, for productive and unproductive
recombinations, for TcR-α, -β, -γ, and -δ genes in the mouse adenoma and adenocarcinoma WXS files

TcR Gene 83 Adenoma samples
(sample/read count)

19 Adenocarcinoma samples
(sample/read count)

70a Mutagen-derived adenomas
(sample/read count)

12a Adenomas derived from mutated
Kras. (sample/read count)

Productive Unproductive Productive Unproductive Productive Unproductive Productive Unproductive

αb 6/61 6/58 2/2 0/0 6/61 5/26 0/0 1/32

β 0 5/23 1/4 0/0 0 4/19 0 1/4

γ 12/40 24/109 1/1 5/19 12/40 21/103 0/0 3/4

δ 3/5 0/0 0/0 0/0 2/3 0/0 0/0 0/0

Abbreviations: ENA, European Nucleotide Archive; IMGT, Immune GeneTics; TcR, T-cell receptor.
The numbers are taken from IMGT validations following processing of the exome files as described in Methods and in refs 2,5,7. Two examples of the valida-
tion files, for TcR-α and –γ, are in the SOM.
aThe adenoma files divided into mutagen-derived and KrasG12D -derived adenoma sum to less than the entire adenoma collection available from the ENA, due
to lack of available mutation assessments for two adenoma files.
bOnly 19 samples of adenoma were processed for the TcR-α gene. Thus, the indicated sample count of '6', and the indicated read count of '61' are out of 19
adenoma samples.
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Figure 1 Example mouse TcR reads recovered from the exomes representing the adenomas in ref. 1.

Figure 2 (a) Numbers of samples (dark column) and reads (light column) representing productive and unproductive recombinations (combined) of the
TcR-α gene detected in the mouse lung adenoma and adenocarcinoma samples. In both adenoma and adenocarcinoma, 19 samples were analyzed. For
the differences in the number of samples where there was detection of either productive or unproductive TcR-α recombinations, P-valueo0.001 (single
asterisk); for read count differences Po0.005 (double asterisk). (b) Fraction of samples (dark column) and average number of read counts per sample
(light column) representing the detection of either productive or unproductive (combined) TcR-γ recombinations in the 83 adenoma or 19
adenocarcinoma samples, as indicated, with no significant differences between adenoma and adenocarcinoma. (c) Total number of reads representing
productive TcR-α recombinations in 19 samples of adenoma and adenocarcinoma, respectively (Po0.04) (single asterisk). (d) Average number of reads
per sample representing productive TcR-γ recombinations, 83 adenoma and 19 adenocarcinoma samples, respectively (Po0.007) (single asterisk).
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samples. Similar to the mouse, many productive TcR-α reads
were recovered. However, in contrast to the above mouse
data, there was no correlation of detection of TcR-α
recombination reads and mutation rates. The 571 LUAD
samples yielded 356 samples with TcR-β VDJ recombination
reads. Thus, the use of productive TcR-α and –γ recombina-
tion reads, as a surrogate for T-cell infiltration, for
determining whether there was a correlation with mutation
counts, was not possible in the human LUAD data set.
However, a previous study with a bladder cancer data set
indicated that a favorable outcome was associated with
detection of TcR-β recombination reads.4 And, overall
survival is significantly better, based on the detection of
TcR-β recombination reads in the TCGA melanoma data set7

(Supplementary Table S19, Po0.024). Keeping in mind that,
in general, T-cell infiltrates are associated with better survival,
and that T-cell infiltrates via conventional pathological
assessments are associated with high mutation counts in

certain human cancers, we obtained the mutation count
average for the LUAD samples with productive reads for TcR-
β for comparison with all the remaining LUAD samples.
Results indicated that, with a statistically significant differ-
ence, TcR-β, recombination read-positive samples had, on
average more mutations (Table 2 and Supplementary Table
S20). This correlation also applied to the detection of TcR-δ
recombination reads, ie, the mutation rate was higher among
the LUAD samples with TcR-δ recombination rates (Table 2
and Supplementary Table S21). However, almost all of the
samples with TcR-δ recombination reads also had TcR-β
recombination reads. In sum, the recovery of TcR recombi-
nation reads in both the human and mouse settings can
correlate with higher mutation rates, consistent with higher
T-cell infiltrate percentages correlating with higher human
mutation rates, but there is currently no explanation for why
there is a difference, between human and mouse, in which
TcR gene is the best surrogate for T-cell infiltration.

DISCUSSION
The above results indicate that two aspects of mouse T-cell
infiltrates, as detected by mining tumor specimen exome files,
simulate natural human characteristics of cancer develop-
ment: robust T-cell infiltration of adenomas and of high
mutation cancers. The availability of the mouse for the study
of these natural human disease states offers the opportunity to
pinpoint detailed features of human cancer development,
particularly related to the anti-cancer immune response,
which has largely been studied via model systems that do not
completely reflect complexities of the human cancers being

Figure 3 (a) Fraction of samples for the mutagen induced, high mutation
frequency adenomas, or the Kras mutation induced adenomas,
representing detection of a productive TcR recombination, for the
indicated TcR genes, combined (Po3.0 E− 06) (asterisk). (b) Average
number of reads for the mutagen induced, high mutation frequency
adenomas, or the Kras mutation induced adenomas, representing
detection of a productive TcR recombination, for the indicated TcR genes,
combined (Po0.002) (asterisk).

Table 2 Average mutation counts for LUAD samples/exomes
with detection of TcR-β recombination reads

Number of
barcodes

Average number of
mutations

LUAD barcodes with productive

TcR-β

333 470

All other barcodes in the LUAD

data set

206 395

LUAD barcodes with productive

TcR-δ

42 614

All other barcodes in the LUAD

data set

497 427

Abbreviation: TcR, T-cell receptor.
The significance of the difference in the average mutation counts for TcR-β-
positive versus -negative samples, indicated below, is Po0.03. The individual
barcodes and their mutation counts used for the analyses are in the SOM,
Supplementary Tables S20 (TcR-β), S21 (TcR-δ). (Note the samples below do
not total to the total number of LUAD samples processed for TcR recombi-
nation reads, ie, 571 samples, because mutation values were not available
for all 571 LUAD exomes.) For the comparison of the TcR-δ-positive and
-negative samples, the P-value is o0.03.
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targeted by the human immune system. For example, a
current high priority for cancer treatment development is to
integrate immunotherapy with conventional therapies, many
of which are mutagenic and have the potential benefit of
creating neoantigens in DNA repair-deficient cancers. The
opportunity to use the connection between mouse mutation
rates and detection of TcR recombinations will allow testing
of applications of the integrative therapy approach, that is, the
testing of recovered TcR recombinations for generation of
TcR-based therapies in response to neoantigens developed
during chemotherapy. The opportunity to pursue such goals
relying on only tumor specimen exome files, with TcR
recombination reads potentially serving as surrogates for
T-cell infiltration quantification, is particularly attractive due
to the current, extensive use of these files in patient care. That
is, it is conceivable that immunotherapies based on mutation
rates, or even specific mutations, could be designed with little
added expense for obtaining the cognate immune receptors.
The mouse model now represents an opportunity to lay the
ground work for such a goal.

A more immediate application of the above approach, of
using tumor specimen exome files to assess the immune-
microenvironment, could be related to immune checkpoint
based therapies. In particular, recent work has indicated a
strong correlation between the co-detection of TcR-α and
TcR-β recombination reads and the high level expression of
PD-1, in melanoma.7 This result suggests that tumor
specimen exome files alone could be used to justify anti-
immune checkpoint therapy. While this justification may not
be needed in settings of robust, direct testing for PD-1
expression in patient tumors, for making therapy decisions,
the use of tumor specimen exomes for justifying such therapy,
when TcR recombination reads can be detected in those
exomes, may represent the kind of cost efficiency that could
impact settings where direct testing of PD-1 expression is
effectively cost-prohibitive. Again, the mouse model offers an
opportunity to understand the details of the relationship
between PD-1 expression and recovery of recombination
reads from tumor specimen exome files such that the use of
the exomes for making anti-PD-1 therapy decisions is done
with the highest possible success rates.

Supplementary Information accompanies the paper on the Laboratory
Investigation website (http://www.laboratoryinvestigation.org)
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